Electrocatalytic Water Reduction Beginning with a {Fe(NO)2}10-Reduced Dinitrosyliron Complex: Identification of Nitrogen-Doped FeO x(OH) y as a Real Heterogeneous Catalyst.
Electron paramagnetic resonance, IR, single-crystal X-ray diffraction, and density functional theory computation reveal that the electronic structure of α-diimine-coordinated {Fe(NO)2}10-reduced dinitrosyliron complexes (DNICs) may best be described as [{Fe(NO)2}10-L•], with the added electron residing mainly on the α-diimine ligand framework. The combination of electrochemistry, gas chromatography, Fourier transform infrared, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy-energy-dispersive X-ray studies demonstrates that the cathodic potential promotes/triggers the transformation of an α-diimine-coordinated {Fe(NO)2}10-reduced DNIC into a particulate deposit on the electrode, and electrodeposited-film electrodes, CFeO and CFeNO, are kinetically dominant electrocatalysts responsible for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) from water with quantitative Faradaic efficiency. In comparison with the CFeO electrode reaching a current density of 10 mA/cm2 with an overpotential of 333 mV for HER, the nitrogen-doped iron oxide electrode, CFeNO, requires 147 mV of overpotential to achieve a current density of 10 mA/cm2 in a 1 M NaOH aqueous solution. The CFeNO electrode exhibits higher kinetic efficiency (Tafel slope of 59 mV/dec) than the CFeO electrode (Tafel slope of 122 mV/dec) in alkaline conditions. As opposed to high Rct (74.3 Ω) displayed by the CFeO electrode, the smaller charge-transfer resistance ( Rct) of the CFeNO electrode (34.0 Ω) demonstrated that the better HER catalytic activity may be ascribed to the incorporation of nitrogen into iron oxide architecture, which increases the surface roughness and electroconductivity of the CFeNO electrode (56.9% iron content and nitrogen electron-donating effect) and improves HER catalysis by polarizing the incoming water molecule (acting as a proton tray). This result implicates that a (NH4)2SO4-assisted nitrogen-doping strategy is a direct and effective method to realize synergistic regulation of the reaction dynamics, catalytically active sites and electronic conductivity, endowing this nitrogen-doped material CFeNO electrode as a promising HER electrocatalyst under alkaline conditions.